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Veterinary Clinic Emmeloord is looking for a motivated equine 
veterinarian for an internship position! Did you recently graduate 
and do you want to extend your knowledge of equine medicine and 
improve your skills before you have to start working independently? 
Or do you want to explore the different equine disciplines further 
as a preparation for a specialisation (residency program)? Or do you 
have more experience with other animal species (ruminants) and 
do you want to focus more on equine medicine? In all these cases 
Veterinary Clinic Emmeloord is the place to be! We offer you the 
opportunity to work on an internationally well-known equine clinic 
in combination with learning from our different specialist in several 
disciplines. Our specialisations are surgery, orthopedics and medical 
imaging, but other branches of equine medicine, like reproduction, 
internal medicine and dental work, are also widely covered.
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We are looking for an equine veterinarian for an ‘internship’ position for the period of 1 year, to participate 
in a team of 3 intern vets. As an intern you are responsible for the daily treatment of the hospitalized 
patients, the intake of emergency patients and for anesthesia in surgery candidats. Furthermore we offer 
the possibility to join and help our specialists in their daily appointments, scrub in with different surgeries 
or joint the ambulatory vets on their visits. The clinic has a housing option. Experience is not necessary! 
The position starts in mutual consent.

Do you recognize yourself in the position or do you want more information, please don’t hesitate 
to contact us! You can call +31(0)527 613500 and ask for Ellen Compagnie or send an email to 
e.compagnie@dierenkliniekemmeloord.nl. 
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